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SMALL COMPANY - BIG REPUTATION

HAND / POWER / HYDRAULIC / AIR WINCHES • DAVIT CRANES

ABOUT US
What We Do

Thern specializes in the design and manufacturing of winches and davit cranes. Thern winches and cranes have
established a world-wide reputation for toughness, versatility and reliability. Our ability to provide clients with a full range of services,
and custom-built solutions has made us a leader among our peers. Whether you need to lift, lower, pull or position virtually anything
weighing 100 lbs. to 100,000 lbs. Thern has the perfect product for you.

Design Leader

Superior quality is designed into every product we manufacture. Any manufacturer can say they build a better crane or winch. Only
Thern can back that claim up with a steadfast reputation for dependable products chosen time and again by companies worldwide.
Thern products are manufactured to the highest industrial and quality standards because your
application is our application. We also understand that some jobs require a tool that isn’t available right off the shelf. That’s why
Thern employs an experienced engineering and technical sales staff that can consult, design and make
modifications as necessary to provide the best possible product for your application.

Quality Assurance

Every product we manufacture must meet our strict quality standards or it doesn’t carry the Thern name. Our quality management
system is certified to ISO 9001/2008 standards. All inspection tools are maintained and calibrated regularly as required under the ISO
standard. All new products are rigorously tested to ensure performance and durability. Thern has the ability to test products statically
and dynamically with load capacities up to 55,000 lbs. and line speeds of up to 200 fpm. Test and inspection certificates are available
upon request.

Markets We Serve

For over 60 years Thern has been serving a broad range of industries all over the world. Our primary markets include these industries:
Water/Wastewater, Entertainment, Oil and Gas, Bulk Handling, Government/Defense, Mining, OEM,
Construction, Manufacturing and Marine.

Customer Care

The glue that holds our performance together is “service.” We specialize in getting the job done right. Thern is a professional company that is easy to do business with, whether you want to lower the Ball in Time’s Square every New Year’s Eve or position a load-out
chute at a mine in Australia, our expertise and experience is here to serve you. It’s been said before, and it’s worth saying again:
Thern is big enough to handle any project yet small enough to care.
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Theatre Application

BC PLACE - VANCOUVER, BC

REQUIREMENTS: Lifting/Lowering/Tensioning | 6,000 lb Line Pull | 54 Custom Roll Drops 28’ to 46’ in Length |
Electric Power Source | Outdoor Venue | Unique Remote Control
As part of the BC Place renovation in 2010, a system that would visibly reduce the perceived capacity of the stadium from around 55,000
down to around 21,000 was required. The project called for installation
of a retractable awning system to block the upper tier seating thus creating a smaller stadium atmosphere when desired. It would become
the world’s first Stadium Reduction System.
A highly sophisticated system, Thern built and supplied 54 custom roll
drops and motors along with eight drum winch units. The roll drops
are used to store the fabric panels when they are not in use and
deploy and tension them when they are needed. A pendant control
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allows the crew to connect to any one roll drop at a time and operate
units individually when necessary during setup. Additionally, all 54
units are networked into a master, wireless Profinet (with ProfiSafe)
control system that operates all units simultaneously to raise, lower
and tension the panels.
The BC Place project is both a high visibility application for Thern
products as well as the largest single order in Thern’s history. Thanks
to Thern, BC Place is a state-of-the-art facility, suitable for events both
large and small.

1-800-553.2204 | www.thernstage.com | 5712 Industrial Park Rd, Winona, MN 55987

Winches and Cranes

and

CONSTRUCT MAINTAIN
Linq - Las Vegas
High Roller Ferris Wheel
The Las Vegas Linq “High Roller” Observation Wheel is
currently the world’s largest ferris wheel.
The total height of the structure is 550’ (168m).
The wheel structure boasts 7.2 million pounds of steel and
112 cables. Each cable measures approximately 225 feet,
for a combined total of 25,256 feet. The High Roller
features 28 spherical cabins that each hold 40 guests.
Each cabin weighs approximately 44,000 pounds and
includes 300 square feet of glass.
The work, primarily performed by American Bridge,
included the supply and erection of a 469’ diameter
wheel that rests on a fixed spindle on four inclined steel
legs approximately 283’ above grade level supported by
a transverse braced leg; the hub, spindle, bearing, and
cable spoke system; Thern supplied American Bridge with
two TA5 Air winches to handle the task of pulling and
positioning the 112 spoke cables. The High Roller also
utilizes three Thern cranes for maintenance - One
mounted on each side of the hub platforms and
another down below.

Theatre Application

ROGERS ARENA - VANCOUVER, BC

REQUIREMENTS: Lifting/Lowering | 100 lb Line Pull | 8 High Speed Drum Winches | Electric Power Source |
Indoor Venue | Unique Remote Control
Rogers Arena is a hot spot in the city of Vancouver. Home to NHL’s
Vancouver Canucks as well as numerous concerts and events, it is a
modern facility that utilizes cutting edge entertainment technology.

To help deploy and store the banners, Thern built a series of eight
high speed, dual-drum winches, each capable of raising the banners
up a height of 125 feet.

In 2010, the arena’s operators unveiled a series of transparent banners which are hung from rafters high above the floor. The banners
are used as part of a projection system that displays Canucks team
members and various action shots during the games. They are also
used as part of light shows during concerts.

The winches are wired into sophisticated control systems, as they are
installed in locations not easily accessible to work crews. The controls
feature timer circuits for basic winch coordination but are capable of
running each unit independently. The controls also feature E-stop and
local/remote selection capability.
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Theatre Application

CULTURAL CENTRE - WHISTLER, BC

REQUIREMENTS: Lifting/Lowering | 500 - 700 lb Load Capacity | Remote Control Operation | Reliable Operation
for Lifting Irreplaceable Artifacts | Infrequent Usage |
The Squamish Lil’wat Cultural Centre (SLCC) was built to preserve
the cultures of the native people and share them with others. The site
has been treated with the utmost respect, building on the northern
side of the property, and leaving the forested area mostly untouched.
The building is designed to evoke the longhouses of the Squamish
people and the Istken (traditional earthen pit house) of the Lil’wat
people with a modern architectural interpretation.
The cultural centre hosts a variety of exhibits from both nations and
from around the world. The center also hosts many events and meetings from weddings to corporate receptions. Many works of art and
historical artifacts adorn the beautiful facility. Some of the artifacts are
very large and extremely heavy. The Salish hunting canoe is 40 feet
long - almost twice the height of the Great Hall ceiling. Named Nexws
Chachu7, it was carved from a single cedar tree. It must be removed
from exhibition each year and taken on a journey in the ocean to
honor the spirit of the canoe. However, more often,the
canoe must be lifted up off the museum floor to make
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room during events. That’s where Thern’s expertise was needed. A
series of power winches from Thern Stage Equipment were installed
to handle the weight and precision control needed to lift and position
the irreplaceable artifacts.
Founded in 1948, Thern has built a solid reputation for manufacturing
the most dependable, powerful and durable solutions for moving and
positioning loads of all sizes. It is no wonder that Thern takes special
pride in designing and manufacturing quality products for such
venues as the Squamish Lil’wat
Cultural Centre.

1-800-553.2204 | www.thernstage.com | 5712 Industrial Park Rd, Winona, MN 55987

CONSTRUCTION Applications
WORLD TRADE TOWER - Tishman Construction

4HPF25M

SPECS: Lifting | 25,000 lb Load Rating | Long Line Length | 84 fpm Line Speed
| Outdoor Use | Base Mounted | Electric Power Source | Intermittent Operation

CHALLENGE:

SOLUTION:

Lifting heavy, large elevator guide rails and elevator cars long
distances at high speeds inside small spaces. A precision,
variable speed control and complete portability using a pallet
jack.
Thern custom 4HPF25M Power Winch

In New York City, a big job takes big responsibility and Thern is no stranger to the big
stage. That is why a major industrial elevator
company selected Thern to build a winch that
would handle the toughest job. The special
4HPF25M power winch is being used at One
World Trade Center Tower 1 construction site,
is used to lift materials for elevator installation
and positioning during the tower’s construction. The customer had a list of special
requirements, all of which Thern addressed
with a customized winch. Chief among its
design features are an increased wire rope
capacity to facilitate non-standard lift heights,
high line speed, and a sophisticated variable
speed control package mounted on the unit.
Additionally, the winch needed to meet certain
size restrictions and be fully transportable using a pallet jack. The winch, having completed
its task, will move off site, but Thern will have
played a central role in constructing the tallest
building in the United States.
Currently Thern’s winch is being used to lift
elevator guide rails on to designated floors for
storage and easy accessibility, at which point

the winch is then used to maneuver the seventeen 21,000 lb rails into place for installment
as well as the 9,000 lb cables’. After all guide
rails are installed Therns’ winch will be used
to lift and install the 50,000 lb elevator cars.
The passenger elevators being installed with
the help of Thern’s winch are state-of-the-art.
The fastest elevators in North America were
custom built by Thyssenkrupp and will travel
at speeds of 2,000 feet per minute. When
complete, the tower is to have 71 individual
elevators installed. Containing a total of 105
floors and 2,599,980 square feet of space the
building will also have an observation deck on
floor 79 and one on the roof. From the ground
level to the top of the antenna, the building will
stand 1,776 ft. Making it the tallest building
in North America. The height of 1,776 was
chosen to signify the year the United States
declared its independence. The building is
scheduled to open in January of 2014.
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Recent Projects

CABLE STAY WINCHES

HOOVER DAM BRIDGE
Hoover Dam
Bypass Bridge
Thern supplied Six Thern 4HS26M electric
winches with 26,000 pound load capacity and
15,000 pound line pull.
Obayashi/PSM Jv., the contractor for the
project, worked directly with Thern, Inc. to
obtain the powerful electric winches used
to position the cable stays during each
placement. During placement of the cable
stay, the winch system counteracted forces in
excess of 16,000 pounds. The Thern winches
provided Obayashi with the required force and
control to lift the stays and position them as
each arch segment was advanced.
The bridge is nearly 2,000 feet long spanning
the Colorado River canyon.

Recent Projects

NEW YEAR’S BALL WINCH

TIMES SQUARE, NY
New Year’s Ball Winch
Times Square, NY
Once per year, Thern shines on the world’s largest
stage on New Year’s Eve at One Times Square,
New York, New York. Thern was selected to custom design and manufacture a winch capable
of lifting and lowering the New York Times Square
ball.
The ball itself is twelve feet in diameter, weighing
in at 11,875 pounds and consists of 32,256 LED
lights that give the New Years Ball its spectacular
effects. Over one million people attend the event
each New Year’s eve eagerly waiting for the highlight of the evening - the lowering of the Times
Square Ball. Over ONE BILLION people watch the
event on televisions all over the world as Thern’s
custom made winch performs with perfection.
The custom winch had to be geared precisely to
lower the ball in exactly the time allotted and also
is installed via a unique under-mount system.

Recent Projects

PLATFORM WINCHES
NASA Space Shuttle
Platform Winches
Thern supplied the winches required to raise
and lower ET Orbiter access platforms on
Space Shuttle pads 39A and 39B. Winches
were supplied with grooved drums, limit
switches and redundant braking.
Because of the hazardous environment with
salt air, the winches were epoxy coated.
The platforms will be locked out when
in position prior to supporting personnel.
Winches were supplied with two speed
motor to allow for high speed movement
and low speed positioning
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An innovator providing
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